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OSED Operational Service and Environment Definition 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research Programme 

SJU SESAR Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission) 

S&M Sequencing and Merging 

SPR Safety and Performance Requirements 

TCAS Traffic Collision Avoidance System 

TMA Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

TS Technical Specification 
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1 Project Overview 

This document synthesises the work performed in SESAR project 09.05.00 in charge of defining, 
validating and implementing two airborne functions: 

 One allowing the aircraft to execute time-based spacing instructions;

 The other providing an improved situational awareness to flight crews whenever operating
visual operations.

The SESAR 09.05 ASAS-ASPA project was in charge of defining, implementing and validating two 
airborne functions: 

 One function allowing the aircraft to execute time-based spacing instructions given by the
controller, with the objective to reach pre-industrial development level (TRL6)

 The other function providing an improved situational awareness to flight crews whenever they
operate visual operations relatively to a traffic, with the objective to propose a first iteration of
an avionics solution (TRL3)

1.1 Project progress and contribution to the Master Plan 

For mainline aircraft, 

the project 9.05 allowed to progress on the avionics definition: 

- Concerning ASAS spacing:

Starting from preceding studies where some cockpit mockups had been developed, the project 9.05 
allowed to: 

 implement the time-based spacing (ASPA S&M) function on real aircraft systems prototypes.

 refine the definition of the avionics definition and refine the spacing algorithm thanks to
realistic traffic data,

 check the compatibility of following the vertical profile (including the cohabitation with
continuous descent approaches) while complying with a spacing constraint from a reference
aircraft;

 assess the feasibility of maintaining an accurate time spacing whatever the lateral trajectory
configuration (e.g.: turns, offsets,…);

 verify the relevance of the information provided to the flight crew whenever the spacing is
drifting or can't be achieved or maintained;

 consolidate the definition of the criteria to decide on the feasibility/unfeasibility of a spacing
manoeuvre before activating it and once activated;

 confirm or modify the functional allocation of the ASPA S&M function on the avionics systems;

 study the air/ground datalink exchanges and the load capability into the avionics to support
ASPA S&M operations on-board.

- Concerning the enhanced visual separation approaches:

A proposal for a cockpit definition, aimed at supporting operations like visual separation approaches, 
was prototyped on real aircraft systems, based on the existing (and certified) traffic situational 
awareness function (ATSAW).  
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For business aircraft, 

- Concerning ASAS spacing: the project 9.05 permitted to develop cockpit mockups;

- Concerning the enhanced visual separation approaches: a first proposal of definition was tested on
a cockpit simulator.

For regional aircraft, 

the project 9.05 enabled to start the reflexions about regional aircraft implementation for ASAS 
spacing. 

1.2 Project achievements 

The project 09.05.00 main achievements are the following: 

For ASAS Spacing S&M (OI step TS-0105-A): 

Mainline A/C activities produced three sets of prototypes: 

 the first set (including a Honeywell TCAS and a Thales FMS), implementing two manoeuvres
(remain behind and merge behind), was used for the IT1 real time exercise of the SESAR
operational project 5.6.6 and for the flight trial that took place in Toulouse in November 2012;

 The second set, implementing the four ASPA S&M manoeuvres (remain behind, merge
behind, vector then merge and follow route then merge) was used to support the IT2 real time
exercise of the SESAR operational project 5.6.6;

 The third set of prototypes was produced to allow a few corrections of the previous prototypes
and to include the possibility of testing a Honeywell FMS. These prototypes were used in the
frame of the SESAR project 5.3 to support two validation exercises aimed at integrating initial
4D and Stream 1 ASPA S&M and the flight trial that took place in Rome in June 2016.

After each iteration of exercises, the documents describing the functional requirements for the 
avionics (FRD) and the high level architecture were updated to trace the new findings and the 
evolutions of the stream 1 ASPA S&M function considered as necessary for. 

The very latest Stream 1 ASPA Functional requirement document produced by the project (ref. [20]) is 
the document that will have to be considered whenever the activities on ASPA S&M start again. It 
traces not only functional requirements for the airborne side but also the open points that still have to 
be studied or confirmed for A/C-15a and A/C67. 

For Enhanced Visual Separation (AUO-0507 Airborne Spacing Monitoring under IFR / ATSAW - 
Spacing monitoring): 

Mainline A/C activities produced systems prototypes that were used during a real time evaluation 
exercise that took place with Airbus pilots and airspace users pilots in the loop (no connection to ATC 
tools nor controllers in the loop).  

Business A/C activities produced a mockup that was used during the real time evaluation exercise 
that took place with airspace users pilots in the loop (no connection to ATC tools nor controllers in the 
loop). 

The results of these two validation exercises (cf. ref [6]) allowed to produce a first basis for avionics 
functional requirements - linked to A/C-27a- necessary to support Enhanced Visual Separation 
operations (like CAVS). 

The progress in maturity for the A/C enablers addressed by the project 9.05 is the following: 
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S&M in relation with ASPA FIM and Stream2 
Enhanced Visual Separation linked to CAVS use 
case. 

D21 Functional requirement definition of 
ASPA S&M - issue 1 (Business Jet 
and regional) 

Functional requirements for regional and business 
aircraft airborne implementation of ASPA S&M 
application : fist issue. 

D06 High Level Architecture and system 
specification document - issue 2 

Update of detailed aircraft system architecture for 
mainline A/C + feedbacks from regional and 
business architecture studies relevant for mainline 

D26 Functional requirement definition of 
ASPA S&M - issue 4 ( #708 and 
other i4D ASPA evaluation update) 

Functional requirements for airborne 
implementation of ASPA S&M application updated 
after exe #708 and #805 (connected i4D / ASPA 
evaluations). 

D28 Functional requirement definition of 
ASPA S&M - issue Stream2 (2) 
(Stream2 V2 validation) 

Functional requirements for airborne 
implementation of ASPA S&M application updated 
after stream2 evaluations (exe #833 and #834). 

1.4 Contribution to Standardisation 

The project 9.05 contributed mainly to two EUROCAE/RTCA standardisation groups: 

 WG51/SC186, dealing with ADS-B IN applications, among which the following ones are
directly linked to the project 9.05:

o CAVS: CDTI Assisted Visual Separation is an enhancement of ATSA-AIRB/VSA
allowing to continue in visual separation procedure (for qualified traffic) when a visual
contact is lost, based on the information provided on CDTI and supporting alertings.

o CAPP: CDTI Assisted Pilot Procedure is an operational enhancement allowing to
prepare visual separation operation (like CAVS) by giving a “not closer than” spacing
instruction until the flight crew can switch to CAVS operation (if instructed by ATC).
CAPP is assumed to use the CAVS onboard system.

o FIM-Spacing: Flight deck Interval Management is an application providing the flight
crew with the speed (and in some cases turn) guidance in order to achieve and
maintain the interval (time or distance) behind a designated leading aircraft.

 WG78/SC214, dealing with the definition of a set of CPDLC messages for ATN Baseline 2.

The detailed description of the standardisation activities is available in the synthesis of 
standardisation activities document, ref. [20] 

1.5 Project Conclusion and Recommendations 

The project 9.05 allowed to explore in detail the on-board definition of the ASAS Spacing S&M 
application. It confirmed the need for pilots to have a fully automated implementation of the ASAS 
spacing function on board the aircraft for operations in dense TMAs. 

The level of maturity reached for the airborne implementation of ASAS Spacing S&M function is not 
the one expected since the on-board definition is not yet the definition for an industrialised product: 
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some elements of definition still need to be confirmed or reworked (e.g. required spacing accuracy, 
need for a capability to amend ASPA manoeuvre parameters without stopping the current manoeuvre, 
acceptable ways on how to implement the capability to "suspend then resume an ASPA S&M 
manoeuvre", etc.) and the assessment of benefits is still to be consolidated by a clear operational 
analysis of the results obtained in the various validation exercises so as to get a real confidence in 
these (i.e. non biased trials). 

The complexity of the implementation of ASAS spacing (with up to five avionics systems impacted for 
mainline A/C despite the fact that the operational hypotheses for the first step of ASAS Spacing are 
much simpler than the definition of the second step ASAS Spacing S&M-IM) led the projects 9.05 to 
work on an intermediate step so as to pave the way towards more complex applications like ASAS 
spacing. 

This intermediate step, aimed at building on the existing traffic situational awareness  product (e.g. 
ATSAW for mainline) to provide early quick wins for equipped airlines and facilitate the eventual 
deployment of more powerful and complex ADS-B IN functions, was worked on both mainline and 
business aircraft. This work can be considered as a preparatory work for SESAR 2020 solution PJ01-
07 since it started identifying use cases were such an airborne function could be of use in some 
operations; it also raised issues linked to legal aspects or reluctances due to controllers practices that 
will have to be considered in the frame of SESAR 2020 work so as to enable the use of such 
functions relying on traffic information displayed in the cockpit. 

The documents produced by the project 9.05 are such that: 

 whenever ASAS spacing activities of the airborne side restart, the functional description of the
airborne function is clear and the subjects still to be clarified or reworked are listed;

 for SESAR 2020 activities planned in the frame of PJ01 - solution 07, the work linked to
enabler A/C27a can be used as inputs documents to build on.
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